We all have Jack Longacre to thank for us finding each other. Jack would hardly seem like the type of guy who would become our Highpointing Guru or would have found a Club that we feel so passionately about.

He was born in the small Michigan town of Sturgis on the Indiana border. He doesn't have a lot of college education. He owned a trailer park at Mountain View, Arkansas, drove trucks for a living, and worked in a shop at Boeing in Seattle at a store providing parts for boats.

But Jack had always hiked. He jokes he started hiking barefoot through streams in the Ozarks. Then when he moved to Seattle, Rainier caught his eye and he learned to mountain climb with the Bocals Club. He had never been to a highpoint but within four years after Rainier and Hood he climbed all 50, completing on Gannett on Aug. 26, 1985.

Then Jack wrote the letter that appeared in Outside Magazine in October 1986 asking if anybody else was interested in highpointing. A handful of people responded, perhaps most notably Don Berens, who was in the process of also completing his 50th state. Don mentioned Jack and the Club in a wire article that was being written about Don.

The next thing Jack was organizing a get-together in Michigan in May 1987 to climb Mount Arvon which had just been determined to be slightly higher than Mount Curwood as the state's highpoint. This would become known as the first Highpointers Convention. It was attended by Clark Hall, Jack & Joyce Parsell, Don Berens, George Johnson, Dennis Whitehead and of course Jack. Jack's report on the convention and other developments came out in a one-page, single-spaced typed letter dated 6/7/87. This was later to become known as "Issue #1" of the Highpointers Newsletter Apex to Zenith.

Jack in writing about a visit out West proposed by Clark Hall prophetically wrote in the letter: "There's an outside chance I might be in the area myself and if I get 1/3 a chance we'll stop by and say hi to my new friends I met in Michigan and maybe meet some new ones. Do I hear a second annual highpoint outing in "7 state for 1987?"

Highpointers talk in reverential tones of these days. The participants are considered pioneers of a most unusual hobby. The hobby would especially take off in 1988 when Highpointers overflowed the single room at a Flagstaff motel at the second convention and many of the prominent active members, including Paul Zumwalt and Don Holmes, came onboard.

Jack's huge contribution was that he figured out a way for people who have a strange passion to find each other -- long before it was much easier to do in the age of the Internet.

Jack's foresight has earned him the moniker of "Guru." It's not a title he sought out. "I just did it for fun."

Jack started out literally doing everything. He handled the membership, typed the newsletter, retyped the mailing labels with each issue -- all without any computer aids. The newsletters were folksy and always full of humor. "The most important thing was that you tried to mention everybody's name," he said. As the membership grew he eventually had typesetters give it a slicker look and eventually got help doing all aspects of the Club.

Even though Jack can always turn a quote that is simultaneously wise and funny, he has always been shy about speaking at public gatherings. Perhaps most famously was during the Maryland 2001 Convention when his response to having to say a "few words" was to go to the podium and literally say, "No" and then sit down. There are different spellings of your name ("Jack" and "Jakk"). Which one is your preference?

"Jack." I was trying to find something catchy to have fun with and so people will remember. I first started signing my name "Off Belay" but decided that wasn't original so I thought I had to come up with something more catchy. That's when I started signing "Keep Klimbin" which had the "K's?"

Were you planning to highpoint when you started?

No. I was living in Seattle and working for Boeing building boats and not plane. Boeing had a climbing club. I took their course and they were going up there. Then they wanted to go after the "Northwest Six." So I climbed Rainier.

They have great climbing libraries. I found Frank Ashley's book. That's when I decided to go for them all. I climbed California and Boundary.

When did you know you had the highpointing bug?

When I pulled into Washington I found that whenever the mountain was in view I would always be looking over my shoulder at Rainier.

How did you learn the technical aspects of climbing?

The Bocals had an eight-week course one night a week. The book "Freedom of the Hills" was our textbook. It was one of the best courses in the country in my opinion. I had hiked before and I moved to Washington because I liked the mountain. I thought, well I'm from Michigan. I'll just put on some galoshes and go up there. Fortu-
nately I ran into the Boealps before I did that.

_How many highpoints did you climb before you climbed McKinley?_

Not too many. Of all the mountains I've climbed -- probably about 25 from the top. At the last minute my climbing partner got called away. But he hooked me up with RMI with a big discount. At the 11,000 foot level I met with some climbers who had done the seven continents. One of the good things about climbing the mountain is that you get to shake hands with your heroes. Anyway we went ahead and climbed the mountain. We had good weather. I had a little trouble coming down the mountain. Rather than coming down in one day it took us two and a half days.

_What was the hardest highpoint?_

McKinley was pretty much a walk in the park. My hardest was Granite. I soloed 48 of the highpoints; all but Denali and Rainier. I've done 39 twice or more times.

_The last peak was Gannett?_

It was the only one I missed on. I had Ashley's book.

_I heard about a story about your last highpoint (Gannett) and a bottle of champagne?_

I climbed it. Took a bottle of champagne. Put it in a creek, climbed back down. A guy came over and said, "We were kind of worried about you. You left early this morning and we haven't heard anything from you." I told him what I did. I asked him if he wanted a bottle of champagne and he said "Yea."

_Why was Gannett the only peak you didn't make on the first try?_

Confusion. I went up the wrong side. I went from Titcomb but I didn't find the Titcomb Trail up to Dinwoodie Pass. I went straight away. Straight up the mountain which was totally wrong.

_What was your scariest moment on a highpoint?_

I don't think there was a scary moment. But on Granite I sure was tired. What I did on Granite was carry a piece of plastic and that's what I used to bivouac. I would do that quite often. I got up and did a subpeak. Tempest, and it was really too much. On Granite I remember placing my pack some 75 feet from me because I thought it was going to storm.

_Do you have any favorite highpoints?_

Gannett. It's gorgeous back in there.

_Least favorite highpoint?_

Kentucky because of the trash and litter.

_Why was the Granite the hardest?_

It beat the hell out of me. I didn't have Don Jacob's book or any other book for that matter. I went up the wrong route. I still made it up.

_How has highpointing changed in 20 years?_

You have the books now. Pick up Ashley's book and try to imagine trying to do the highpoints with that book. The other changes are in the Midwest like Iowa and Nebraska.

_Have highpointers changed?_

No. They're fine people. They have not changed at all. I like everybody I've met. There might be one or two exceptions. But I like everybody.

_Why did you move to Mountain Home?_

I wanted to retire and it was cheaper. I bought a trailer park. Then the Club took off and I wanted to be around where highpointers were coming through. I went to Mount Magazine but there was federal land all around and so I went to Missouri and saw there was land.

_What inspired you to put the item in "Outside" Magazine that got the Club started?_

I don't read many summit registers but the ones I did read there were a lot of people who were saying, "This is my 28th, this is my sixth and so forth. So I thought there were a lot of other idiots out there doing the same thing I'm doing so I wondered where I am in line with them. So I sent the letter to Outside. They put it in. Pretty soon I was writing to 30 people. Outside Magazine got the name wrong though. They put John Longacre in. I have a brother named John.

_Had you met anybody who called themselves a highpointer before you?_

Oh, yea, I was just the seventh one. There was Vin Hoeman and the others.

_How did the Club get started?_

I was contacted by Don Berens in New York State. He was about to finish himself. There was a news wire article about to be written about him. He said why don't you write something about this guy and they did and it went all over the country.

_Did you have any expectations on the Club?_

No. I just wanted to meet highpointers.

_Was the newsletter a lot of work?_

I tried to keep it a secret up to 1400 people. It got to be that all I did was work and the newsletter. Then I convinced John and Dave to take it over. We got it up to 2500 members. We're now down to 2200. I just want the Club to be at a comfortable level. I don't care how big it is.

_You typed the newsletter to begin with._

I typed everything except the labels until other people volunteered to do it.

_When was the first convention?_

We got together in Michigan because it had to be redone after Mount Arvon was determined to be the highest point. They said "let's start a club" and I said o.k. and now they call that the first convention. I like to know how to run a club.

_Whose idea was it to have a convention every year?_

I just did. That's my only explanation. We just did. I had one the next year in Arizona at Humphreys. I had the convention. We were in two different rooms. It was all messed up. But everybody seemed to enjoy it. So we went into the third year and then somebody else took it over. I helped out on a couple others.

_How did the watermelon tradition get started?_

That started before the Club even got started. That actually started in the Ice Caves on Mount Rainier. I led hikes for people in Seattle. Thet were what I called street people. I told them that if they made it up to the ice caves I would give them a surprise. I got an intermediate pack and carried it up. I pulled it out and they were thrilled. That's how that got started.

_I understand you're writing a book._

It's a joke book. It's a trip joke book. It's all about climbing all 50 highpoints plus a couple intro chapters. It gets into some sentimental stuff. Mostly it gets into jokes. For example you can't have an adventure on every highpoint so I started coming up with stuff for between highpointers.

_What about the Highpointer Museum?_

It wasn't my idea. But I liked it and so I pushed it. I have land that I could donate for it but I'm o.k. Wherever the Club wants to put it.

_What would you put in a museum?_

I thought that each state could have a display. There could be brochures from each state. Maybe a diorama depicting
felt very alone, for I knew no one at all. Soon, he came over to us, introduced himself, and then introduced us to about a dozen others. Soon more were coming over, and those he did not know, he met and made them, too, feel like he had known them all along. It was strange, but wonderful. I can’t really describe, except to say that I was soon chatting with many people I had never met before, and I came to figure that many didn’t know anyone one else a day before. Jakk has that way with people; he meets you, you feel like you’ve known him for a while, and Time marches forward, with your friendship with Jakk securely in Time’s grasp. Such is the way of the Highpointers Club, and it is largely to do with Jakk’s influence on us all.

Well, fast forward Mr. Time. It’s 1997, and he is asking John Mitchler & I if we would like to be the Newsletter Editors. Yeah, right, like I know very many people, or anything at all about a newsletter? Uh huh! Well, 14 issues later, I think we’ve done a pretty decent job, and it’s always with thoughts of how Jakk did it that hang over us while we work on each issue. How could he do it all by himself? We don’t even handle membership, or money, or communication with the other elders of the tribe. For one man to do all this, on behalf of a thousand-something friends of his, with-out benefit of a computer really, is nothing short of miraculous.

Fast Forward Mr. Time again. It’s 2002. Time has not been kind to Jakk lately. We all have wrinkles, gray hair, less hair, more flab. Big deal. Jakk has something eating away at him. We can not understand what he goes through. I pray we don’t ever understand it, because it means something has gotten off track with ourselves. He remains cheerful, shares his thoughts, wants many good things to happen to keep the Club moving in the right direction. It isn’t fair. What a great person, a great human being, a great highpointer. What did he do to anger Mother Nature? It is a good lesson for our children. Nothing is forever. Not Highpoints, not Clubs, certainly not people. Cherish all that we have, while we have it. Jakk, we cherish you, for we would not be the same people we are today without you having stepped into our lives, and introduced yourself, and introduced us all to your wonderful world of highpointing. Thanks for sharing.

Dave Covill

TRIBUTES

Jack Longacre affected everybody in different ways. Here’s some anecdotes, stories and tributes to the founder of the Club.

What are my thoughts on Jakk Longacre? Where do I begin? I am quite sure my life would be very different were it not for this man. Roll back the calendar to around 1990. I first heard of him when my friend Steve Doppler slipped me a couple of photocopied issues of the Newsletter. I immediately enrolled in Jakk’s Army. He and I communicated a few times in the early 90’s, as I had questions, sent in things for the NL, etc. Always that red pen, omnipresent, always in a distinctive style. To this day, I use a red pen 90% of the time at work. I don’t consciously do that because of Jakk, but where else would I have gotten that habit?

A few years go by, and in 1994 I finally made it to my first convention, in NM. I pulled up with my 10-year-old son Chris in tow, just as light was fading from the campground. I saw a bunch of people standing around a fire, with one fellow seeming to be in the middle, talking to everyone in a whirlwind of speaking, listening, laughing. It seemed as if all knew him, and he knew them all. I

Anyone who can start an “international club” has to be a pretty amazing person! I’ve been a member of the Highpointers Club long enough to have read all the newsletters that Jakk created. We all knew he has quite a sense of humor, that he is a little bit crazy (like most of us) and has a heart of gold. On at least two occasions, Jakk has carried/hauled a watermelon to the top of a mountain so people could have a snack when they got there! One of the mountains was Arizona’s Humphreys Peak. As I recall, he carried a feast to the top of Minnesota. There were fresh peaches and I think crackers and other snacks.

Barb Gurtler

Although I had spoken to Jack off and on during the prior two years, we first met at the Highpointers Convention at El Paso, Texas, in 1990. Here was a guy just bubbling with enthusiasm about the fledgling Highpointers Club. At that first meeting, I knew that this was someone whose friendship was certainly to be valued. His sense of humor, so well defined in the columns he writes for the Newsletter, was well evident in El Paso. To lend a bit of formality to the climb of Guadalupe Peak, the highpoint of Texas, Jack carried a coat and tie which he wore at the summit. Of course, that was the only time I saw any formality from Jack.

Since that first meeting, Jack has certainly made a success of the Highpointers Club. It has been my privilege
to work with Jack on the Highpointers Club in the intervening years. And, yes, I was right in 1990 when I decided that Jack's friendship was certainly to be valued.

Don Holmes

I am grateful to Jack for taking on the responsibility of forming a club from just a few when at the Michigan highpoint. It took time and as a result the highpointers is now in its 16th year. Jack is a man of experience in hiking, having himself accomplished all 50 highpoints. Quiet in many ways, and there to give insight and support for the good of the club. I always enjoyed his "Keep Klimbin'" column.

What a privilege it was for Jillian and I to be able to attend the Missouri Convention when held at Jack's Convention Center - the garage. We arrived early in advance to take advantage of the "fun stuff" prior to the Convention Center being overfilled to capacity later on in the week. No one looks better in "overalls" as does Jack. I remember walking him a few years prior asking if we could view his slides of his climb to the top of Mt. McKinley. They arrived shortly thereafter and we watched more than once. What a giant of a leader Jack is. I look forward to many more conventions and having Jack lead the pack to the top.

Gene Elliott

I first met Jack in 1991 on Boundary Peak, Nevada. For this trip, I had heard about the Highpointers and planned my trip to coincide with the convention. As I hiked through the lower meadows, by myself, I came upon a group resting. They were all surrounding me, but I was holding court, as I lay reclined in the tall grass that swayed in the breeze. The entire group was intent on his every word. It was necessary, I had finally met Jack Longacre.

Robert Hymans

I first knew about Jack Longacre from a newspaper article about the club and Don Berens, which was published by the AP in 1987. I called Jack to get more information about some of the state highpoints that had changed in recent years, like Michigan and Iowa at Georges. And I was headed that way to do some highpoints.

It was that article that got George Vandersmit interested in completing the 50 state highpoints since only 8 other people had accomplished that feat.

While talking to Jack on the phone, I was amazed at how friendly and down to earth he was since he was the 7th person to have completed the 50. He was very intimidated calling this man who had accomplished so much! As I recall, I think Jack was out in his garage or work shop, working on some project. Still he took time to have a lengthy conversation about highpoints. At that time, I had not done any state highpoints.

In 1987 George and I joined the Highpointers Club and received the newsletters for 3 years. Finally, in 1990, I had the honor of meeting Jack on Guadalupe Peak. I was so nervous because I found myself on the trail with about 6 of the guys who had completed all 50. Jack being one of them. Of course, they all made it to the top ahead of me, but were so friendly that I lost some of my fear of being with all these "big" climbers! I remember Jack, greeting each of us as we reached the peak, in a suit coat and tie. He was, of course, joking and asking everyone if they didn't receive (or read) their invitation which said "formal attire".

Jack is a unique individual. What an amazing feat...starting a club that has grown to 2200. In the beginning, Jack had contact with 100% of the members in one way or another. Everyone felt so welcomed by him. Every conversation I have ever had with Jack has made me smile, or laugh. I remember when he asked me to pull together the Compendium. Little did I know what I was getting into.

Jack has the ability to pull people together for a common goal, and make everyone feel welcome and a part of something bigger. Jack is the reason we have the Highpointers Club and Jack is the reason I am a Highpointer with a great deal of pride at being a member. I have a great deal of respect for Jack Longacre, but even more important, I just plain like him very much!

Mary Maurer

Guru Jack "Jack" Longacre - The man that got this whole thing rolling. The carrier of the watermelon when we'd do the Klub Klimber. A member of the "Order of the Fruit Jar". The master of the one legged pig jokes (or was that frogs?)

I first met Jack while reading one of the outdoor magazines. The article was about highpointing. Highpointing? What the hook is that? As I read on I was compelled to say "Hey Jack, that's for me." I sent Jack a letter, along with my $5, and proclaimed that it was time for me to make the leap into highpointerdom. A while went on and all of a sudden I received a newsletter, highpointing information and a short, hand written, note welcoming me to the Klub.

As I was reading one of the newsletters, I noticed Jack was asking for help in getting the Virginia Convention together. I called him at home and told him "Jack, I think I can find time to help you with the Convention."

"Great" he said, then proceeded to tell me that he wanted me to do the whole shooting match as it was too far from Arkansas for him to do it (the Klub started out in Arkansas). Well, it's hard to tell Jack Longacre no. It was a blast for myself and my "Better Half" Mary Jane doing this, and then getting to meet all these Highpointers first hand.

After taking over as the membership guy awhile back, I reflect on how much work that is involved in this club. The time spent with people on the phone, the time spent with the letters and the time spent with the loose leaf record keeping system that kept this club alive.

Then I have to think about the newsletter. I can't imagine doing what I have to do now and then having to contend with writing the newsletter, editing it and then sending the thing out. There's a bunch of work being done in this club.
that started out being done by only one person, “Guru Jakk”. Now, as I read the notes from the latest batch of members, they seem to run in a trend. Usually something like “Hey Craig, that’s for me”... No, “Hey Jack, that’s for me.”

Being with this Club so long, wondering just how I became a Konvention Host, a Board member and later the membership guy. Did I ever tell you all that it hard to say no to Jack Longacre? We love you man!

Craig & Mary Jane Nolan

The first time I met Jakk, in 1996, Lee Strickland and I were on a Midwest Highpointing trip, and had just spent the night at the Taum Sauk campground. The evening before, we had stopped by his house and left a note saying we were sorry we had missed him, but that we were at the campground and leaving early the next morning. It was not yet first light when my dog awakened me. I let her out, I heard someone talking to her, then I crawled out. I could barely make out the mophead that was striding toward our campsite boom, “I THOUGHT YOU SAID YOU WERE LEAVING EARLY!” We all talked as fast as we could—about highpointing, of course—like we’d known each other forever. Lee and I got on the road 3 hours later. And that’s how it is with Jakk. I don’t believe he ever met a Highpointer he didn’t like.

Since then, I have worked on Conventions with him, climbed with him, hiked, snorkeled, kayaked, spent hours talking with him and visited back and forth between Missouri and Oklahoma. We’ve become good friends. (Now here’s the part where I embarrass you, good buddy.) The thing that stands out about Jakk, for me, is his Generosity of Spirit. He seems automatically to think of what would be good for the other person. And then he does it: even that dark night in the blizzard and white-out on Mt. Hood when I said I’d had enough, wouldn’t they please park me in my tent and go on, retrieving me on their way back? “No” said our fearless leader. “We’re a team, if one of us goes back, we all go back.” And he aborted the climb. I felt badly about being, you know, the One Who, but I’ve even forgiven him for waiting two months to tell me, “You know, we had no business up on the mountain that night”. Gotcha, Jakk!

Jean Trousdale

Jack Longacre has been the heart and soul of the Highpointers Club. As founder and president of the group that became the “Highpointers”, Jack initially did all the jobs: organizer, secretary, treasurer, newsletter editor, chief correspondent, humorist, and goodwill ambassador. For eleven years he performed all of these tasks which grew to be a herculean effort. The Highpointers Club was his idea, and he has watched it grow from approximately 30 members to more than 2,000. He is the reason why many of us joined the Highpointers.

Jack is a “people person” and is friendly and enthusiastic. He has led celebrations at the summits of the convention climbs and is famous for carrying watermelons and other refreshments to the tops of state highpoints. (He also dressed in coat and tie for the celebration at the summit of Guadalupe Peak in 1990)

During the annual banquets, Jack has not sought the limelight, but has been available to help or coordinate activities in any way possible. He was the 7th person to reach each of the 50 state highpoints, a great accomplishment in itself, but the enthusiasm and effort that he has put into organizing the Highpointer Club is why he is so deserving of the accolades and highest honors that the club can bestow.

George Vandersluis

For those who have had the privilege to be acquainted with Jakk—you know that he is always up to something for a laugh. I have eaten some of those watermelons and peaches that he has packed up to a highpoint, hiked in several states with his companionship, and was on that eventful Hood attempt that Jean mentions. A few months after the Hood attempt, Jakk presents me with a gift. It’s a rock he says, from the summit of Mount Hood—which he soloed a couple of months after our failed attempt. He tells me I have to return it. So—the next June—back to Oregon four of us go. We load our heavy packs and head up the slopes of Mount Hood to a base camp at around 9500 feet. The wind never lets up so we decide to pile in the tent early. Besides, we need to be up at 3:00 or 4:00 AM to start climbing. We just get situated in our bags and, true to his usual self, Jakk pulls out a 5” television and wants to know what we want to watch on the tube! I dare say we were the only people above Timberline watching TV that night. And yes—Jakk watched me place that rock back on the summit the next day.

Tim Webb

No matter how much our membership grows, Jack always remains “Jakk.” He offers a warm greeting to every new Highpointer he meets, always encouraging them, above all, to “have fun.” His enthusiasm, humor, and relaxed attitude make sure that no one feels like an outsider; his spirit has defined and shaped our group and the spirit of our official hobby sport.

Whether he’s carrying a watermelon to share at a highpoint, dressing up for a special occasion in a way sure to bring a smile, or giving the world’s shortest speech at a Convention, Highpointers know we can always count on Jakk to bring a smile to our faces and joy to our hearts.

I know all Highpointers join me in sending our collective positive thoughts back to Jakk, wishing him health and happiness, and thanking him for bringing this wonderful group of people together.

Diane Winger

I have always thought a lot of Jack ever since we met in Arizona. He’s a good guy and would do anything for you. He carried my survey equipment up Harvey Peak when we surveyed it to find the exact highpoint (it’s on a pinnacle by the tower). He had some problems getting down from one of the pinnacles but never complained. He’s quite a character.

Paul Zumwalt

Jack is at once private yet outgoing. He does not give long speeches, but he is a chatty, friendly fellow. His home is always open to visitors, and he is truly interested in the adventures and accomplishments of all who befriend him.

His personality is the spirit of the Highpointers Club. His love of life is only matched by his love of the great outdoors.

My first recollections of Jack are at conventions — leading a group climb, chatting with friends, or handing out his newsletter from the back of his red pickup. Appropriately, my first introduction to Jack was at a convention campfire (when he quipped, “Someone just burned their dinner” after Ken Akerma’s camp stove blew up in flames.)

Jack is a good man. I thank him for producing an incredible organization and wish him the very best, always.

John Mitchel